CROW-ELKHART CE "30" $725.00
The Most for the Money in a Magnificent Four

During the eight years that the Crow-Elkhart has had its place in the automobile field with prices on various models ranging from $725 to $2750, its evolution has been increasing with the 1916 Crow-Elkhart "30" standing as the final, and far above all previous models as a machine destined for ultimate survival because of its many enduring qualities. The entire efforts of the Crow-Elkhart organization are now centered on making this CE "30" and its sister model, the CE "33" Clover-leaf three passenger car, so good that they will be widely recognized as the best in the class to which it belongs.

The wonderful values combined with their great power, speed and endurance, you will find on all 1916 Crow-Elkhart cars. Every improvement recognized. For a list of the agency handling Crow-Elkhart Cars—fortunate the man who buys one. Get your today. Get interesting Crow-Elkhart Acquaintance Book.

CARS ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE BY

RED RIVER MOTOR COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS
Wahpeton, North Dakota
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